Human Trafficking (DVD) HQ281 .H86 2014 - Exposes the truth about human trafficking, a form of modern-day slavery that ensnares millions worldwide

Human trafficking: crisis for the EU and the world / Ruiz, Wilson R (electronic and DVD) HQ281 .H863 2007 - This program investigates human trafficking by recording the experiences of the victims and evaluates the work of the EU government against 21st century slavery. Highlights corruption, prostitution, victim protection, and repatriation and the creation

Tricked (DVD) HQ281 .T75 2014 - A comprehensive documentary examining the sex trade in the United States and the many who are victimized by it. Follows the pimps, the johns, the police, the parents and the victims of this $3 billion a year industry.

Lives for sale: human trafficking (electronic) - This program exposes the most painful, disturbing, and hidden dimension of illegal immigration: the growing black market trade in human beings. Shedding light on the poverty that causes so many to risk everything by leaving their home countries, the film reconstructs the frightening journeys of sex-slavery victims and highlights the work of CAST—the Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking.